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Path planning and path following are core components in safe autonomous driving. Typically
a path planner provides a path with some tolerance on how tightly the path should be
followed. Based on that, and other path characteristics, for example sharpness of curves, a
speed profile needs to be assigned so that the vehicle can stay within the given tolerance
without going unnecessarily slow. Here, such trajectory planning is based on optimal control
formulations where critical cases arise as on-the-limit solutions. The study focuses on heavy
commercial vehicles, causing rollover to be of a major concern, due to the relatively high
center of gravity. Several results are obtained on required model complexity depending on
path characteristics, for example quantification of required path tolerance for a simple model
to be sufficient, quantification of when yaw inertia needs to be considered in more detail,
and how the curvature rate of change interplays with available friction. Overall, in situations
where the vehicle is subject to a wide range of driving conditions, from good transport roads
to more tricky avoidance maneuvers, the requirements on the path following will vary. For
this, the provided results form a basis for real-time path following.

Keywords: Clothiod curve; double lane change; rollover; optimal control; vehicle
dynamics; path following;

1. Introduction

Path following, or equivalently path tracking, is a fundamental function in most motion
control, and it therefore shows up in robotics [6, 20], mobile robots [2, 21], and vehicles
[13, 16]. The typical situation in large complex or autonomous motion control is that the
system is split into low- and high-level subsystems, structured in a hierarchical frame-
work [12, 24], so that the subsystems are designed to handle specific tasks, such as path
planning, path following, or control allocation, see Figure 1. For all these subsystems,
and specifically for trajectory planning for path following studied here, they need to
run in real-time which means that the design needs to consider computational feasibility
which in turn means that one has to consider the balance between model complexity and
performance requirements, without sacrificing accuracy. Examples of successful demon-
strations of fully-autonomous vehicle systems, with the ability to handle a variety of
challenging driving situations, has already been developed and showcased, for example
in the Grand Challenge and the Urban Challenge conducted by DARPA [7, 8], Google’s
self-driving cars [13], Stanford’s self-driving Audi [16], to name just a few.
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Figure 1. Sketch of overall system, specifically illustrating the relation between path planning and trajectory

planning.

Focusing on path following, strictly speaking, it is a restriction of the motion to follow
a one-dimensional curve. In practice, both in applications for autonomous vehicles and
safety maneuvers, the requirement is that the path is to be followed within some tolerance.
In human driving it is obvious that lane keeping on regular roads, where the mass center
of the vehicle may vary with tolerances of say 80 cm, is rather easy even at high speed.
Precision driving with a maximum tolerance for path deviation of 1 cm is difficult, and
high speed driving with such precision is very difficult for any human.

The present paper puts forward the question of how this type of reasoning transfers to
autonomous driving or autonomous critical maneuvers, and importantly what require-
ments it puts on the system in terms of modeling and control. Intuitively autonomous
maneuvers at high speed with a tolerance of 1 cm require precise modeling and control,
and this means that it is natural to study the influence of path tolerance. However, also
other path characteristics are important, and it is reasonable to consider how demanding
a path is, for example how sharp a curve is or how abrupt an evasive maneuver is. The
overall goal of the research program presented in this paper is to give quantitative results
that can serve as basis when designing path following systems.

Applications and results

The problem formulation in this paper is of large general interest, but also quite wide
in its full extent regarding all aspects. The choices for models studied, path tolerances
studied, and other parameter choices in this paper is to a large extent motivated by
the iQMatic project that was initiated in 2013 as a joint collaboration between Scania,
Saab, Autoliv, Linköping University and the Royal Institute of Technology. The aim is
to develop a fully autonomous heavy vehicle aimed for confined areas, specifically mining
applications. Although commercial heavy trucks motivate this study, the vehicle modeling
is general and suitable for other types of vehicles. Thus, the method is of interest for a
wide variety of vehicles, and the obtained results relevant for vehicle configurations with
proportionally similar mass and inertia distributions. The paths obtained from the path
planner needs to be given speed profiles, with respect to the tolerance of the path and
other path characteristics. Since driving conditions differ from good transport roads on
the site to trickier maneuvering in loading cycles around other machines and vehicles,
and also workers on the site, the tolerances and characteristics requirements differ over
a wide range. Further, since productivity is essential there is an underlying need for
real-time and reasonably high speed. Therefore, tables etcetera that give guidance on
required model complexity depending on path characteristics is of significant use. Such
tables and results are presented in this paper.
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1.1. Outline of paper

Regarding maneuvers to study, both a regular path and an evasive maneuver have been
selected. The regular path is a clothoid curve, for which the influence of the minimum
curvature and the curvature rate of change are studied, for path deviation tolerances
ranging from 1 to 80 cm. The evasive maneuver is a double lane change where the size of
the maneuver is varied. The geometry of the studied maneuvers is detailed in Section 2.

In path following with large tolerances and smooth path curvatures, for example a
simple case of lane keeping, it suffices with simple models. In more critical situations
for regular passenger cars, maneuvering is mainly a matter of balancing on the limit
set by the available friction. For commercial trucks, and other vehicles having a high
center of gravity compared to wheel-track width, rollover is a concern under these cir-
cumstances [11, 19]. These aspects are handled by the models introduced in Sections 3
and 4.

Optimal control methods have emerged as a powerful tool since the performance po-
tential of modeling concepts, configurations, and strategies can be evaluated with relative
ease in a systematic manner [4, 25]. Further, these methods have the last few years seen a
dramatic increase in performance both regarding computation time and tractable size of
feasible problems. Specifically, questions around critical maneuvers can be studied by the
optimal solutions to formulations of minimum time or maximum velocity since the solu-
tions obtained typically are on-the-limit. Here, the questions are evaluated by formalizing
and solving the problem based on a methodology similar to [4]. The detailed formulation
is found in Section 5. The results, their interpretation, discussion, and conclusions are
found in Sections 6, 7, and 8.

2. Maneuvers

Two different driving maneuvers representing important scenarios that an automated
driving system may be subjected to are evaluated in this study. The first one, here called
the clothoid turn, is intended to capture the nature of ordinary road turns, which often
are designed with clothoid shapes [17]. The second maneuver, the double lane change,
simulates a scenario where an object suddenly appears along the driving path, forcing
the vehicle into an avoidance maneuver. A range of differently scaled variants of these
two maneuvers have been used to investigate the various phenomena they trigger and if
conclusions about the vehicle model accuracy can be drawn based on the road or path
characteristics. The purpose is to cover two main aspects of autonomous driving, e.g. in a
mine setting, where there are plans during normal operation where clothoids are a good
representative of plans generated. There is also a need for evasive maneuvers, and there
the double lane change is a good representative. In both cases it is interesting to study
the effect of motion tolerances and aggressiveness, which in an application would be given
by the situation that has occurred. In both cases it is useful to have an understanding
and some quantification of the motion control task at hand.

2.1. Clothoid turn

Clothoids, or Euler spirals, are curves with a linearly varying curvature, that when used
for vehicle path or road design gives a smooth transition from straight line driving.
The clothoid shaped path used here is shown in Figure 2, and is divided into three
segments; section 1 which is a straight between s0 and s1, section 2 between s1 and s2
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with a linearly increasing curvature, and finally section 3 having a linearly decreasing
curvature. The maximum path curvature is found at the s2 mark, corresponding to
the minimum curve radius Rmin. The path curvature, denoted C, is a function of the
curvilinear abscissa s [10, 18] (that is, the distance along the path), see Figure 2, and
specific for each section according to

C1(s) = 0, (1)

C2(s) =
1

Rmin∆s
(s− s1), (2)

C3(s) =
1

Rmin
− 1

Rmin∆s
(s− s2), (3)

where C1–C3 refers to the curvature of section 1–3, and ∆s is equal to the path distance
between s1 and s2. A continuous expression for the curvature C(s), over the full range
of s, can then be formulated as

C(s) =

3∑
k=1

hk(s)Ck(s), (4)

where hk is a smooth switching function, being hk = 1 in section k and otherwise hk = 0,
described using sigmoid functions according to

hk(s) =
1

1 + e−(s−sk)
− 1

1 + e−(s−sk+1)
. (5)

s0 s1

s2

s3

s

X

Y

Figure 2. The shape of the clothoid turn is here illustrated, with the marks s0–s3 dividing the path into three

sections, each with a separate curvature function. The curvilinear abscissa s describes the position along the path.
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The vehicle position, relative the clothoid path, can then be expressed by the following
dynamics

ṡ =
v cos(ψ − ψs)

1− eC(s)
, (6)

ψ̇s = ṡC(s), (7)

ė = v sin(ψ − ψs). (8)

Thus, s describes the vehicle’s position along the path, e the vehicle’s perpendicular devi-
ation from the path, ψs is the tangential direction of the path, ψ the vehicle’s yaw angle,
and v the absolute vehicle velocity. Representing the path geometry and vehicle position
with this formulation enables the user to define a maximum path deviation, or path
deviation tolerance, emax by introducing the constraint

|e| ≤ emax. (9)

2.1.1. Geometric variations of the maneuver

Since different path characteristics can lead to different model requirements, various
geometric variations of the clothoid turn is considered. This is carried out by varying the
path parameters; minimum path radius Rmin, maximum path curvature rate

(
dC
ds

)
max

,
and path deviation tolerance emax, according to:

• The minimum path radius, Rmin ∈ {15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50} m.
• The maximum allowed path deviation, emax ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80} cm.
• The maximum path curvature rate,

(
dC
ds

)
max
∈ {0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3} · 10−3 m−2.

The first two variations are performed by simply assigning Rmin and emax the intended
values. The curvature rate is adjusted by changing the value of ∆s in (2) and (3), since
the maximum curvature rate is given by

dC

ds
≤ 1

Rmin∆s
=

(
dC

ds

)
max

. (10)

The geometric effects the minimum radius Rmin and maximum path-curvature rate(
dC
ds

)
max

have on the path are shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). Note that changing the
curvature rate also affect the length of the path, where for example a slow rate requires
a longer distance to reach the minimum radius.

2.2. Double lane change

Variations of the double lane-change maneuver is often used as a performance indication
of a vehicle’s lateral dynamics, as it emulates sudden avoidance maneuvers that can occur
in real traffic situations. See, for example, the standardized test ISO 3888-2 [15] which
is designed for this purpose. One way of studying this maneuver, for different tolerances
and degrees of aggressiveness, would be to define the path as the middle of ISO 3888-2,
and then vary the tolerance and geometric path parameters. This would have meant
using different versions of polygons implying some complexity of the formulation and
also some non-smoothness of the solution space. An effective alternative is instead to
define the forbidden domain for the vehicle as depicted in Figure 4. The black rectangle
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Table 1. The dimensions, seen in Figure 4, for the different layout

variations of the double lane-change maneuver.

Obstacle width, Obstacle length, Track width, Track length,
wob [m] lob [m] WDLC [m] LDLC [m]

2 8 2.5 80
4 8 5 80
6 8 7.5 80
8 8 10 80

represents the outer boundary within the vehicle is limited to operate, and the gray areas
represent the objects to avoid.

2.2.1. Variations of the maneuver

To evaluate different maneuver characteristics for the double lane change, the maneuver
properties are varied in the following two ways:

• The width of the obstacles, wob ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8} m.
• The friction coefficient of the road surface, λµ ∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2}.

When varying the width of the obstacles, all the other dimensions in the Y direction
are proportionally scaled, that is, the ratio wob

WDLC
is maintained. The dimensions for all

geometry variations of the double lane-change maneuver are listed in Table 1.
The friction coefficient is different in the longitudinal and lateral directions, but is here

scaled proportionally with the scaling parameter λµ, according to

µx = λµµ
∗
x, (11a)

µy = λµµ
∗
y, (11b)

where µ symbolizes the scaled friction coefficients used in the vehicle models and µ∗ the
original coefficients that can be found in Table 3.

3. Vehicle models

The vehicle motions and characteristics are represented by three separate vehicle models,
in descending order of complexity referred to as; the double track model, the planar no-

Rmin = 15 [m]
Rmin = 20 [m]
Rmin = 25 [m]
Rmin = 30 [m]
Rmin = 40 [m]
Rmin = 50 [m]

(a) Paths with various minimum radii Rmin.

!
dC
ds

"
max

= 0:3 " 10!3 [m!2]!
dC
ds

"
max

= 0:5 " 10!3 [m!2]!
dC
ds

"
max

= 1 " 10!3 [m!2]!
dC
ds

"
max

= 1:5 " 10!3 [m!2]!
dC
ds

"
max

= 2 " 10!3 [m!2]!
dC
ds

"
max

= 2:5 " 10!3 [m!2]!
dC
ds

"
max

= 3 " 10!3 [m!2]

(b) Paths with various curvature rates
(

dC
ds

)
max

.

Figure 3. The geometry of the clothoid turn’s path for different minimum radii (a) and path curvature rates (b).
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Figure 4. Sketch of the double lane-change maneuver layout. By defining forbidden areas it provides an effective
parametrization of a set of maneuvers similar to the standardized double lane change ISO 3888-2. An example

can be seen in Figure 19.

slip model, and the static model. The double track model is, in this context, a fairly
complex model that captures many of the vehicle specific characteristics. It is therefore
here seen as a reference model, which the less complex models are evaluated towards in
terms of maximum velocity profiles and driving paths in critical driving scenarios. Note
that since the double track model and the planar no-slip model are to be employed in
the dynamic optimal-control problems, described in detail in Section 5, and therefore
need to be smooth and twice continuously differentiable. The following of this section
describes these models in detail.

3.1. Double track model

The double track model assumes four individual wheels (two tracks), as illustrated in
Figure 5, where the two front wheels are controlled by the steer angle δ. The vehicle
body is represented by a single mass element, having the total mass m and the inertia
I = diag(Ixx, Iyy, Izz). The vehicle suspension is represented by suspending the body as
a double pendulum. The body can rotate in the roll direction φ around the roll center,
denoted rc in Figure 5, and in the pitch direction θ around the pitch center, denoted pc.
By this arrangement, the roll and pitch centers, which originally are determined from
the suspension linkage geometries, can be placed independently of each other. Rotational
spring and damper elements are placed in the roll center, with stiffness Kφ and damping
coefficient Dφ, and pitch center, with the coefficients Kθ and Dθ. The pitch center is
here located in the ground plane, with the roll center right above at a height of hrc, and
the chassis body center-of-gravity at the height hcg. The body’s position rb can thus be
expressed as

rb = Rθ

Rφ
 0

0
hcg − hrc

+

 0
0
hrc

 , (12)

where Rφ and Rθ are roll and pitch rotation matrices according to

Rφ =

1 0 0
0 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ

 , Rθ =

 cos θ 0 sin θ
0 1 0

− sin θ 0 cos θ

 . (13)

The motion dynamics is derived with Lagrange’s equations, using the generalized mo-
tion variables longitudinal velocity vx, lateral velocity vy, roll angle φ, pitch angle θ, and
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yaw angle ψ, by solving the following system of differential equations

d

dt

∂L
∂vx
− ψ̇ ∂L

∂vy
= Fx, (14a)

d

dt

∂L
∂vy

+ ψ̇
∂L
∂vx

= Fy, (14b)

d

dt

∂L
∂φ̇
− ∂L
∂φ

= Mφ, (14c)

d

dt

∂L
∂θ̇
− ∂L
∂θ

= Mθ, (14d)

d

dt

∂L
∂ψ̇
− ∂L
∂ψ

= Mψ, (14e)

where L is the Lagrangian, composed by the kinetic energy T and the potential energy
V, according to

L = T − V, (15)

T =
1

2
mvTb vb +

1

2
ωTb Iωb, (16)

V = mg(hrc cos θ + (hcg − hrc) cosφ). (17)

Here, vb and ωb are the translational and rotational velocities of the body, and g is the
gravity constant.

The right hand side of (14) constitutes the generalized forces of the system, where Fx,

Figure 5. A sketch of the double-track model, as seen from above.
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Fy, and Mψ originate from the tire forces and are expressed as

Fx = (Fx,1 + Fx,2) cos δ − (Fy,1 + Fy,2) sin δ + Fx,3 + Fx,4, (18)

Fy = (Fy,1 + Fy,2) cos δ + (Fx,1 + Fx,2) sin δ + Fy,3 + Fy,4, (19)

Mψ = lf ((Fy,1 + Fy,2) cos δ + (Fx,1 + Fx,2) sin δ)− lr(Fy,3 + Fy,4)+

+ w((−Fx,1 + Fx,2) cos δ + (Fy,1 − Fy,2) sin δ + Fx,3 + Fx,4), (20)

with Fx,i and Fy,i representing the longitudinal and lateral tire forces at wheel i. The
half wheel-track width is denoted w, and lf and lr are the distances from the center of
gravity to the front and rear axles, respectively.

The maneuvers described in Section 2 are of rollover prone nature with an imminent
risk of wheel lift. In this paper, the rollover limit is defined as the instant when both
wheels on one side are completely unloaded, which means that when either

Fz,1 + Fz,3 = 0 or Fz,2 + Fz,4 = 0

the vehicle maneuvering should be constrained by rollover. Note that Fz,i here represents
the vertical wheel force at wheel i, and can only be positive for obvious reasons,

Fz,i ≥ 0, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

The general forces in (14c) and (14d), Mφ and Mθ, arise from the moments produced by
the roll and pitch springs and dampers, determining the load transfer between all wheels,
and must therefore account for wheel lift. The pitch moment, Mθ, is simply given by

Mθ = Kθθ +Dθθ̇, (21)

with the dynamic front-to-rear load distribution subsequently determined by

Fz,f =
mglr +Mθ

lf + lr
, (22a)

Fz,r =
mglf −Mθ

lf + lr
, (22b)

where Fz,f = Fz,1 + Fz,2 and Fz,r = Fz,3 + Fz,4. The front and rear roll moments are
described similarly to (21), but reaches a saturated value when wheel lift occur. The
unsaturated front and rear roll moments, denoted M∗φ,f and M∗φ,r, are given by

M∗φ,f = Kφ,fφ+Dφ,f φ̇, (23a)

M∗φ,r = Kφ,rφ+Dφ,rφ̇, (23b)

where Kφ,f , Dφ,f , Kφ,r, and Dφ,r are the front- and rear-specific roll stiffness and
damping coefficients. The front and rear lateral load transfer is subsequently determined
from

− w(F ∗z,1 − F ∗z,2)− hrc(Fy,1 + Fy,2) = M∗φ,f , (24a)

− w(F ∗z,3 − F ∗z,4)− hrc(Fy,3 + Fy,4) = M∗φ,r. (24b)
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The saturated normal forces must satisfy 0 ≤ Fz,i ≤ Fz,f for i ∈ {1, 2} and
0 ≤ Fz,i ≤ Fz,r for i ∈ {3, 4}. For this purpose, the smooth saturation functions f1,i

and f2,i are formulated, using sigmoid functions, according to

Fz,i = F ∗z,i(f1,i − f2,i) + Fz,kf2,i, (25a)

f1,i =
1

1 + e−F
∗
z,i·10−3 , (25b)

f2,i =
1

1 + e−(F ∗
z,i−Fz,k)·10−3

, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, k ∈ {f, r}. (25c)

Note that k here refers to the front and rear axles, where k = f for i ∈ {1, 2} and k = r
for i ∈ {3, 4}. The saturated front and rear roll moments, Mφ,f and Mφ,r, and the total
roll moment, Mφ, are finally given by

Mφ,f = −w(Fz,1 − Fz,2), (26a)

Mφ,r = −w(Fz,3 − Fz,4), (26b)

Mφ = Mφ,f +Mφ,r. (26c)

3.1.1. Wheel and tire dynamics

The slip angle α and slip ratio κ are defined as in [22],

α̇i
σ

vx,i
+ αi = − arctan

(
vy,i
vx,i

)
, (27a)

κi =
Rwωi − vx,i

vx,i
, (27b)

where ωi is the wheel angular velocity, σ the relaxation length, and vx,i, vy,i are the
longitudinal and lateral velocities resolved in the coordinate system of wheel i. The
wheel rotational dynamics are given by

Ti − Iwω̇i − Fx,iRw = 0 (28)

where Ti is the driving or braking torque, Iw the wheel inertia, and Rw the wheel radius.
The longitudinal and lateral tire forces are computed according to [22]. First, the nom-

inal tire forces Fx0,i, Fy0,i are calculated for pure slip. Subsequently, the final tire forces
Fx,i, Fy,i are determined, taking combined slip in consideration by using the weighting
functions Gxα,i and Gyκ,i. The complete tire force equations follows from

Fx0,i = µx,iFz,i sin(Cx,i arctan(Bx,iκi − Ex,i(Bx,iκi − arctanBx,iκi))), (29a)

Fy0,i = µy,iFz,i sin(Cy,i arctan(By,iαi − Ey,i(By,iαi − arctanBy,iαi))), (29b)

Gxα,i = cos(Cxα,i arctan(Bx1,i cos(arctan(Bx2,iκi))αi)), (29c)

Fx,i = Fx0,iGxα,i, (29d)

Gyκ,i = cos(Cyκ,i arctan(By1,i cos(arctan(By2,iαi))κi)), (29e)

Fy,i = Fy0,iGyκ,i. (29f)

10
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The vehicle and tire model parameters used in the model equations are listed in Tables 2
and 3.

3.2. Planar no-slip model

The second model is in comparison to the double track model a simplified model. It is
a planar model where tire slip is neglected. Hence the name; planar no-slip. It still has
the steering angle δ as input, which now affects the vehicle yaw motions directly. The
motion dynamics is described by

v̇ = ax, (30)

ψ̇ =
v

l
δ, (31)

where v is the vehicle velocity, ax the longitudinal acceleration, ψ the yaw angle, and
l = lf + lr the wheel base. Since the planar no-slip model has no built-in friction limits,
such as the tire model in (29), the friction ellipse is added as a constraint according to

(
ax
µxg

)2

+

(
ay
µyg

)2

≤ 1, (32)

where the lateral acceleration ay is determined from

ay = vψ̇. (33)

Similarly, a constraint for rollover has to be introduced. Here, a rigid model is considered,
where the lateral load-transfer ratio LTR, as described in [23], is defined by

LTR = − 1

mg

(
may

hcg
w

)
, (34)

Table 2. Vehicle model parameters.

Notation Value Unit

lf 2.45 m
lr 2.55 m
w 1.05 m
m 16 200 kg
Ixx 24 500 kgm2

Iyy 152 800 kgm2

Izz 207 900 kgm2

Rw 0.5 m
Iw 100 kgm2

σ 0.5 m
g 9.807 m/s2

hcg 1.66 m
hrc 0.50 m

Kφ,f ,Kφ,r 706 kNm/rad
Dφ,f , Dφ,r 103 kNms/rad

Kθ 2 450 kNm/rad
Dθ 1 170 kNms/rad

Table 3. Tire

model parameters.

Notation Value

µ∗x 0.85
Bx 11.7
Cx 1.69
Ex 0.377
µ∗y 0.75
By 8.86
Cy 1.19
Ey -1.21
Bx1 12.4
Bx2 -10.8
Cxα 1.09
By1 6.46
By2 4.20
Cyκ 1.08

11
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and

|LTR| ≤ 1, (35)

is added as a constraint.

3.3. Static model

The last model is a static model where the maximum velocity is determined by the path
curvature. This would in many cases be the intuitive first go-to approach when designing
a maximum velocity estimator for an on-board application, where the upcoming driving
path is known. The equation and constraint for lateral load transfer in (34) and (35) are
used in the static model as well. However, the lateral acceleration is determined from the
path curvature and vehicle speed, according to

ay = v2C, (36)

where C is the path curvature in (4). The maximum velocity along a given path, according
to the static model, can thus be formulated as

vmax(s) =

√
wg

C(s)hcg
. (37)

To assure that the vehicle trajectory does not violate the longitudinal and lateral
friction limits, (32) needs to be fulfilled here as well. Using (36), ax = dv

dt , and v = ds
dt ,

(32) can be rewritten as a path dependent acceleration constraint, according to

∣∣∣∣dvds

∣∣∣∣ ≤ µxg

v(s)

√
1−

(
v(s)2C(s)

µyg

)2

. (38)

This constraint can be crucial for low-friction surfaces and paths that require severe brak-
ing. However, the solutions retrieved with the static model in this paper are unaffected
by this constraint.

Notice that, since the static model is dependent on a known path curvature, it is only
evaluated for the clothoid turn.

4. Model analysis

In this section, some of the transient characteristics of the dynamic models in Section 3,
that is, the double track model and the planar no-slip model, are analyzed to give an
indication of which dynamic properties are of most significance. The analysis is limited
to studying the frequency response for two important variables with respect to the steer
wheel input δ. The first one is the yaw rate ψ̇, since the yaw dynamics is one of the most
pronounced characteristics in vehicle dynamics. The two models also differ considerably
in this aspect, where the planar no-slip model has a linear relation between steer input
and yaw rate with yaw inertia completely neglected. The second variable studied is the
lateral load-transfer ratio LTR. This is an important variable due to the rollover prone

12
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nature of the considered maneuvers together with the given vehicle configuration, where
rollover is expected to limit the vehicle’s maneuvering envelop substantially.

The planar no-slip model is, due to its simplicity and already linear form, used as is from
Section 3.2. The double track model, however, is highly nonlinear in its original shape,
and would be difficult to analyze properly with a simple frequency response analysis if
used unmodified. Therefore, it is for this analysis purposely linearized with small angle
approximations.

In Figure 6, the yaw rate response for a longitudinal velocity of v = 54 km/h is shown.
The response of three different models are displayed; the planar no-slip model, and the
linearized double-track model with and without relaxation length σ, that is, the tire slip
dynamics in (27a). The relaxation length introduces a tire-force lag, ultimately resulting
in a delayed yaw response. Therefore, its effect on the yaw dynamics is here illustrated, in
comparison to the effects of only yaw inertia, to evaluate its significance in this respect.

The planar no-slip model will obviously produce a constant response over frequency
range due to (31). Both of the linearized double-track models begin to decay from the
static value around 0.4 Hz, which can be derived to the yaw inertia Izz, a property the
planar no-slip model lacks. The relaxation length shows no significant dynamic effect
until the excitation frequency reaches 3 Hz, after which it becomes very pronounced.

Figure 7 presents the lateral load-transfer ratio frequency-response for the planar no-
slip model, together with two variants of the linearized double-track model; with and
without roll dynamics. The roll dynamics is here studied due to its direct coupling to
the lateral load transfer, see (23) and (24). As for the yaw-rate response, the planar
no-slip model has a constant amplitude gain across all frequencies. The double track
models begin to deviate from their static values already at 0.1 Hz, due to the effects
of yaw inertia and tire slip. At 1.5 Hz, the effects of the roll dynamics are clearly seen
by a significant decay in amplitude gain. However, the roll dynamics also contributes
to a static offset of 7% in the amplitude gain. This is due to the lateral displacement
of the center of gravity, for a roll angle |φ| > 0, where gravity contributes to an added
component in the roll moment equation.

With the above analysis in mind, we can expect the double track model to struggle
with quick yaw-rate changes, as well as being less constrained by the lateral load-transfer
ratio in fast steering-input transients, compared to the planar no-slip model. In addition,
the double track model is 7% more sensitive to lateral load transfer in steady state
conditions, which roughly corresponds to a 3.4% difference in maximum velocity.
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Figure 6. Frequency response diagram for yaw rate ψ̇, from the steer wheel input δ, for a velocity of v = 54 km/h.
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Figure 7. Frequency response diagram for the lateral load-transfer ratio LTR, from the steer wheel input δ, for

a velocity of v = 54 km/h.

5. Optimal control problem formulation

To obtain the optimal maneuvering solutions for different driving scenarios, a number
of optimal control problems are formulated using the maneuver and vehicle models in
Sections 2 and 3. Three different maneuvering problems are considered, two for the
clothoid turn and one for the double lane change, in which the double track model and
the planar no-slip model are employed. The static model, as mentioned in Section 3.3, is
only evaluated in the clothoid turn, and due to its simple structure, the optimal velocity
profile along the path is acquired from (37).

In the optimal control problem, the vehicle models are formulated as systems of ordi-
nary differential equations, according to

dx

dτ
= f(x(τ), u(τ)),

where x represent the model state, u the control input, and f the model dynamics. The
optimization problems, and thereby also the models, are discretized over the distance
along the path s for the clothoid turn, and over time t for the double lane change.
Hence, τ here represents the discretization variable, where τ ∈ {s, t}. Note that the path
dynamics, in (6)–(8), is included in the state vector x when s is used as the discretization
variable.

The control input for the double track model consist of the steering rate δ̇ and the
braking/driving torque T for each wheel, resulting in

u = [δ̇, T1, T2, T3, T4]T .

The planar no-slip model lacks wheel dynamics. Instead, the longitudinal acceleration ax
is used directly as a control input, together with δ̇ according to

u = [δ̇, ax]T .

The steering angle and steering rate is, for both models, constrained by |δ| ≤ δmax and
|δ̇| ≤ δ̇max, with δmax = 0.5 rad and δ̇max = 1 rad/s. The wheel torque limits, according to

Tmin ≤ Ti ≤ Tmax,i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} ,
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are Tmin = −µxmg, Tmax,1 = Tmax,2 = 0 Nm, and Tmax,3 = Tmax,4 = Tmax = 13.4 kNm.
The longitudinal acceleration, for the planar no-slip model, is constrained according to
ax,min ≤ ax ≤ ax,max, where ax,min = µxmg and ax,max = Tmax

Rw

m . In addition, the wheel
rotational velocities, for the double track model, are limited to be positive only, ωi ≥ 0.

The optimal control problem to be solved can then be formulated according to

minimize J

subject to
dx

dτ
= f(x(τ), u(τ)),

g(x(τ), u(τ)) ≤ 0,

x(0) = x0, x(τf ) = xf , τ ∈ [0, τf ],

(39)

where J is the optimization objective, g the continuous constraints, x0 and xf the initial
and terminal constraints, and τf is the final distance sf or final time tf .

Below follows the maneuver specific preferences, objectives, and constraints for the
clothoid turn and the double lane change.

5.1. Clothoid turn

The clothoid turn is described by the curvilinear abscissa s, along which the curvature C
is described, see Section 2.1. The path tolerance emax defines the path boundaries within
which the vehicle must stay. This is assured by adding (9) to the constraints in g.

The clothoid turn is subject for two different problems; constant speed and braking in
turn, which are described separately below.

5.1.1. Constant speed

The objective of the constant speed problem is to find the maximum constant velocity
the vehicle can drive through the clothoid turn. The optimization objective is formulated
according to

J = −vinit +

∫ sf

0
uTQu ds , (40)

where vinit is the initial velocity. A small cost on u is introduced with the integral part,
to reduce excessive control inputs, with the diagonal weight matrix

Q = Ne

sf
diag(η1, η2

1
Rwm

, η2
1

Rwm
, η2

1
Rwm

) and Q = Ne

sf
diag(η1, η2) , (41)

for the double track model and the planar no-slip model, respectively. Here, Ne is the
number of discretization elements, and the parameters η1 = 0.01 and η2 = 0.01 are used
to balance the cost of the control inputs in the objective function. For the double track
model, the wheel torques are normalized with 1

Rwm
, making the sum of them comparable

with ax in the planar no-slip model.
For the planar no-slip model, the velocity is constrained to be constant, v ≡ vinit, by

constraining the acceleration to be zero, ax ≡ 0. The double track model has more force
components acting in the longitudinal direction as well as a lateral component of the
velocity vector. Thus, constraining the velocity to be exactly zero can be unnecessary
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restrictive for the solver, why a small velocity slack of vtol = ±0.05 km/h has been
introduced for the double track model, according to

|v − vinit| ≤ ∆vtol .

The maximum speed for the static model is simply computed with (37) at the minimum
curve radius Rmin.

5.1.2. Braking in turn

In this problem, the vehicle enters the turn with excessive speed and the objective is to
find a solution where the vehicle starts decelerating as late as possible and not more than
necessary. This is achieved with a minimum time formulation, with the cost function

J = tf +

∫ sf

0
uTQu ds, (42)

where tf is the final time. The weight matrices of (41) are also used here, however, with
η2 = 10−5 to not restrict the vehicle from large braking inputs. The initial velocity vinit
is here proportional to

√
Rmin, according to

vinit = 1.5

√
Rminw

hcgg
,

which is equivalent to 50% above the maximum speed predicted by the static model at
a turn radius of Rmin.

Only the braking performance is of interest in this problem, which might be somewhat
distorted if the vehicle is allowed to accelerate as well. To prevent this, all wheel torques
are constrained to negative values Ti ≤ 0, for the double track model, and the longitudinal
acceleration ax ≤ 0 for the planar no-slip model.

5.2. Double lane change

The double lane-change maneuver is, unlike the clothoid turn, not described along a
predefined path. Instead, the maneuvering space constraints are described in the global
Cartesian coordinate-system XY . The outermost boundaries in Figure 4 are described
with the constraints

0 ≤ X ≤ LDLC and 0 ≤ Y ≤WDLC ,

where (X,Y ) is the vehicle position. The obstacles are described using superellipses
according to (

X − dx,i
Rx,i

)6

+

(
Y − dx,i
Ry,i

)6

≥ 1 ,

where dx,i, dy,i defines the origin of the ellipse, and Rx,i, Ry,i the corresponding height
and width. The index i here refers to the individual obstacles; Obstacle 1, 2, and 3, in
Figure 4.
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In the double lane-change problem, the objective is to find out how fast the vehicle
can negotiate the avoidance maneuver. Thus, a minimum-time formulation is used, with
the cost function

J = tf +

∫ tf

0
uTQu dt . (43)

Similar to the clothoid turn problems, a small control input penalty is added, to reduce
excessive control inputs, using a weight matrix similar to (41), according to

Q = Ne

tf
diag(η1, η2

1
Rwm

, η2
1

Rwm
, η2

1
Rwm

) and Q = Ne

tf
diag(η1, η2) , (44)

for the double track model and the planar no-slip model. Here, η1 = 0.01 and η2 = 0.01
is used.

5.3. Solving the optimal control problem

Due to the complex problem formulation resulting in non-trivial solutions, the opti-
mal control problems were solved with numerical methods. The continuous optimal-
control problem in (39) is discretized over the distance horizon s ∈ [0, sf ] or time horizon
t ∈ [0, tf ], depending on the considered problem, into Ne = 200 elements of equal size.
Within each element, the state dynamics is approximated with a fourth order poly-
nomial using Np = 3 collocation points per element, distributed according to Radau
collocation [5]. Each element is assigned a set of control variables that are constant over
the entire element interval.

The discretized optimal-control problem is implemented in Python using the syntax
and tools provided by the CasADi framework [1], which automatically generates symbolic
expression and derivatives necessary for the solver. The resulting nonlinear program is
subsequently solved with the general purpose nonlinear-programming solver Ipopt [26],
using the linear solver HSL MA57 [14].

5.3.1. Initialization procedure

Providing the solver with a proper initial guess is often an essential prerequisite to re-
trieve the optimal solution to complex optimal-control problems, such as those considered
here. To generate these initial guesses, a simulation approach similar to the initialization
procedure in [3] was used. The vehicle models were simulated using a PI-controller based
driver-model following a predefined path. This path is already given on beforehand for
the clothoid turn problems, but for the double lane-change problems a path negotiating
the maneuver and avoiding the obstacles was purposely constructed.

5.3.2. Solver statistics

The effort required by the solver to find the optimal solution varies somewhat for the
different problems, maneuver properties, and vehicle models used. The median values of
the solver’s solution times and number of iterations are listed in Table 4, for the double
track model and the planar no-slip model when applied to the problems specified in
Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The median is shown here due to the solver struggling with a few
number of problem configurations, resulting in much longer solution times, which skew
the mean value figures. All of the problems were solved with a standard PC equipped
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with an Intel Core i3 processor. It is evident from the tabular data that the planar no-slip
model is easier to handle for the solver, especially for the clothoid turn problems. For the
double lane change it is still superior in terms of solution time, however, require noticeable
number of additional iterations on average. In addition, the planar no-slip model requires
200–300 MB of memory by the solver, compared to 5–8 GB for the double track model.

Table 4. Median values of the solver’s solution times and number of iterations for the dou-

ble track model and the planar no-slip model, when applied to the clothoid turn problems
and the double lane-change problem.

Median solution time, [s] Median number of iterations, [-]
Double track Planar no slip Double track Planar no slip

Clothoid turn,
108.8 2.7 46.5 25

constant speed

Clothoid turn,
132.7 3.3 82.5 41.5

braking in turn

Double lane change 186.9 8.7 122 187

6. Results

In this section, the results obtained by solving the optimal control problems, described in
Section 5, is presented when applied to the maneuvers and vehicle models in Sections 2
and 3. The results are presented in three main subsections referring to constant speed
in clothoid turn, to braking in clothoid turn, and to double lane change. For each main
subsection there is a description of the studies performed, a presentation of a typical
individual maneuver, a parametric study where tolerances and characteristics have been
varied, and finally some comments on the implications. An overall discussion of the results
is then provided in Section 7.

To distinguish between variables associated with specific vehicle models, the following
notation is introduced:

• DT : Double track model.
• PNS : Planar no-slip model.
• Stat : Static model.

For example, vDT refers to the velocity of the double track model.

6.1. Clothoid turn - Constant speed

The results for the clothoid turn maneuver, described in Section 2.1, are presented. The
results for the two different optimization formulations constant speed and braking in turn,
described in Section 5.1, have been obtained and the constant speed is presented here,
whereas the case of braking is presented in Section 6.2 below. In both cases, results from
all three models are presented, where the solutions to the double track model and the
planar no-slip model were obtained with the optimization procedure in Section 5, while
the results for the static model was computed from (34)–(37).

The solutions has been obtained for multiple clothoid geometries, by varying the min-
imum radius Rmin and the maximum path-curvature rate

(
dC
ds

)
max

, according to

Rmin ∈ {15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50} m,
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and (
dC

ds

)
max

∈ {0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3} · 10−3 m−2.

In addition, the maximum path deviation emax was varied with the following thresholds,

emax ∈ {1, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80} cm.

The objective in this first problem configuration is to find the maximum speed the ve-
hicle can drive through the clothoid turn, with the velocity constrained to being constant
throughout the whole maneuver. The results are here presented in two batches. In the
first, the minimum path radius Rmin and the maximum path deviation emax are varied.
The different Rmin should here scale the clothoid path uniformly. Hence, the maximum
path-curvature rate will vary with Rmin according to(

dC

ds

)
max

=
1

2R2
min

,

where ∆s in (10) has been substituted for 2Rmin. The combinations of different Rmin
and emax results in 36 solutions for each model. In the second batch, the maximum
path-curvature rate

(
dC
ds

)
max

and the maximum path deviation emax are varied, while
the minimum radius is kept at Rmin = 30 m. This results in 42 solutions per model.
Note that, since the static model lacks the freedom of deviating from the path and
its maximum velocity is determined solely by the path curvature (or, in this case, the
minimum radius), it only has six unique solutions for the first batch, and one for the
second. The results corresponding to these two batches are separately presented below,
preceded by an analysis of one individual maneuver configuration.

6.1.1. Clothoid turn - Constant speed: Individual maneuver

As a typical example of the clothoid turn maneuver with constant speed, the result for
emax = 5 cm, Rmin = 30 m, and

(
dC
ds

)
max

= 1
2R2

min
= 0.56 ·10−3 m−2 is shown in detail in

Figure 8. The steer angle δ, velocity v, lateral acceleration ay, yaw rate ψ̇, path deviation
e, and lateral load-transfer ratio LTR are shown over the driven path distance s. The
double track model and the planar no-slip model clearly utilize the allowed path deviation
e to straighten out the tightest section of the clothoid turn. See, for example, the flat
regions in ay and LTR around s = 90 m. Otherwise, the planar no-slip model utilize the
path space more, while the double track model spend most of the time near the outer
path boundary.

Since the maneuver is smooth and with a slowly varying steering input, characteristics
similar to steady state can in some terms be expected. Thus, a 7% difference in maximum
lateral acceleration between the simple models and the double track model would be pre-
sumed, as anticipated by the linear model analysis in Section 4. However, the maximum
acceleration for the planar no-slip model and the static model is aPNSy,max = aStaty,max = 6.19

m/s2, and for the double track model aDTy,max = 5.63 m/s2. This corresponds to a 9%
difference, indicating that other properties and characteristics than the displacement of
the center of gravity indirectly constrains the double track model, such as a weakened
roll stiffness when wheel lift occur.
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The planar no-slip model is at its ay,max for the longest, which is also where it is con-
strained by the lateral load-transfer ratio. The double track model is unable to reach the
same performance in this aspect due to the added dynamics, such as the yaw dynam-
ics, contributing to a slower yaw acceleration. See the inclination of the yaw rate ψ̇ in
Figure 8.

6.1.2. Clothoid turn - Constant speed: Maneuver parameter study for minimum radius
and path deviation tolerance

In Table 5, the obtained maximum constant velocity for each model is listed, over different
Rmin and emax (which is the first batch described above). This data is also presented as
surface plots in Figure 9(a), where the maximum velocity has been normalized with the
square root of the minimum radius, that is,

vmax√
Rmin

,

to ease the visual comparison. Note that the static model here forms a horizontal plane
as a result of this. As expected, all models show an increased velocity for an increased
minimum radius. The same yields for an increased path deviation threshold for the double
track model and the planar no-slip model, since they can reduce the effective curvature
by cutting the corner. In Figure 9(b), the surfaces of the double track model and the
static model from Figure 9(a) are shown, viewed from above. The line wherein these
surfaces intersect marks the boundary for which of the models that predicts the highest
velocity. To the left, in the gray area, the static model predicts the highest velocity, and
vice versa in the turquoise area.

Figure 10 displays the relative velocity difference ∆v between the double track model
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Figure 8. The optimal solutions for all three models in the clothoid maneuver, with a minimum radius of Rmin =

30 m and a maximum path deviation of emax = 5 cm. The objective is to obtain the maximum velocity through
the maneuver, where the velocity is constrained to be constant.
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(a) The relative maximum speed for all three models. (b) The relative maximum speed for the double

track model and the static model, viewed from
above.

Figure 9. The maximum constant speed vmax, normalized by the square root of the minimum path radius
√
Rmin,

obtained for different Rmin and emax.

and the planar no-slip model, defined by

∆v =
vPNS − vDT

vPNS
. (45)

Here it is evident that the difference in obtained maximum speed increases substantially
as the minimum radius drops off. This is primarily due to the yaw dynamics of the double
track model, where the yaw inertia in combination with tire forces limited by the road
friction, introduces a yaw-rate time lag. This lag is more prominent for tighter maneuvers,
where higher yaw acceleration is necessary. Figure 11 shows the portion of the maneuver
where the lateral load-transfer ratio is an active constraint, that is, when |LTR| = 1.
Here, it is evident that the double track model in fact is constrained by something
other than the load transfer in the tighter maneuvers. The planar no-slip model do not

Table 5. Maximum constant speed obtained for the clothoid turn. Re-

sults are shown for all three models over different maximum allowed path
deviations emax and minimum path radii Rmin.

Clothoid turn: Maximum constant velocity, vmax [km/h]

Model Max. path dev., Min. path radius, Rmin [m]
emax [cm] 15 20 25 30 40 50

Double 1 32.4 38.6 43.5 47.8 55.3 61.8
track 5 33.1 39.3 44.4 48.8 56.4 63.0

10 33.5 39.7 44.9 49.4 57.1 63.7
20 34.1 40.3 45.5 50.2 58.0 64.7
40 35.0 41.1 46.4 51.1 59.1 66.0
80 36.3 42.3 47.5 52.2 60.5 67.6

Planar 1 36.0 41.5 46.3 50.6 58.3 65.1
no slip 5 37.1 42.7 47.5 51.9 59.6 66.4

10 37.9 43.5 48.3 52.7 60.5 67.3
20 38.9 44.5 49.4 53.8 61.6 68.5
40 40.3 45.9 50.8 55.3 63.1 70.0
80 42.3 47.9 52.8 57.2 65.1 72.0

Static - 34.7 40.0 44.8 49.0 56.6 63.3
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change its LTR limited portion much across the different Rmin, for most path deviation
thresholds, indicating that these solutions are similar and only geometrically scaled in
proportion to Rmin. However, results obtained for emax = 80 cm slightly contradicts this.
Since the path deviation limit is relatively larger, in relation to the path geometry, at
Rmin = 15 m compared to Rmin = 50 m, a large emax can affect the results for the planar
no-slip model also.

6.1.3. Clothoid turn - Constant speed: Maneuver parameter study for curvature rate
and path deviation tolerance

The second batch for the clothoid turn with constant speed contains results from differ-
ent maximum allowed path deviations emax and maximum path-curvature change rates(

dC
ds

)
max

. Table 6 presents the obtained maximum speed for all three vehicle models. Note

that the static model returns the same velocity for all
(

dC
ds

)
max

values, since Rmin = 30 m
for all cases here. The maximum velocities for the double track model and the planar
no-slip model are also visualized as surfaces in Figures 12(a) and 12(b), where both
models show similar tendencies. The obtained maximum speed increases for larger emax,
which is reasonable, but also for larger

(
dC
ds

)
max

when emax ≤ 5 cm, which is slightly

counter intuitive. Since large
(

dC
ds

)
max

results in shorter clothoid paths having less of
a sweeping bend, see Figure 3(b), the vehicle models can straighten out these maneu-
vers noticeably compared to the original path curvature. For emax = 1 cm, however,
the maximum speed decreases as

(
dC
ds

)
max

increases for the double track model. This is
explained by the higher path-curvature change rate requiring faster yaw motions, with
the yaw inertia’s effects limiting the vehicle motions more, thus forcing vehicle velocity
to be reduced. The planar no-slip model does not experience this due to the absence
of proper yaw dynamics. The two models differ at least by 5.2% in obtained maximum
velocity, for

(
dC
ds

)
max

= 0.3 · 10−3 m2 and emax = 1 cm. This corresponds to a narrow
path with slowly varying curvature, where the yaw properties have minor impact on the
overall dynamics.

In Figure 13, the maximum velocity of the double track model and the static model

Figure 10. Relative difference of the obtained maximum speed between the double track model and the planar

no-slip model, for various Rmin and emax.
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Figure 11. The percentage of the maneuver where the lateral load-transfer ratio constraint |LTR| ≤ 1 is active.
Results for the double track model and the planar no-slip model, with varying Rmin and emax in the clothoid

turn, are shown.

are shown, similar to Figure 9(b). The line, where the two surfaces intersects, follows
emax = 5 cm fairly consistently. For slow path-curvature change rates, the total curve
length increases and the gain from cutting the corner is reduced. The vehicle can therefore
not benefit from a specific path tolerance emax to the same extent. Hence, the line in
question will curve to the right, in Figure 13, for small

(
dC
ds

)
max

.

Table 6. Maximum constant speed obtained for the clothoid turn. Results are

shown for all three models over different maximum allowed path deviations emax

and maximum path-curvature change rate
(

dC
ds

)
max

, while the minimum path

radius is retained at Rmin = 30 m.

Clothoid turn: Maximum constant velocity, vmax [km/h]

Model Max. path dev., Max. path curvature rate,
(

dC
ds

)
max

[10−3 m−2]

emax [cm] 0.3 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Double 1 47.5 47.8 48.1 47.0 47.4 44.8 43.6
track 5 48.2 48.7 49.6 49.2 50.4 49.3 49.3

10 48.6 49.3 50.6 50.9 52.8 52.7 53.8
20 49.1 49.9 52.0 53.3 56.5 58.3 62.1
40 49.6 50.7 53.9 57.1 63.5 70.4 81.9
80 50.1 51.7 57.1 65.2 77.5 91.1 118.0

Planar 1 50.1 50.5 51.3 50.5 52.5 51.5 51.9
no slip 5 50.9 51.7 53.3 53.2 56.1 55.8 57.1

10 51.4 52.5 54.7 55.2 58.8 59.1 61.3
20 52.1 53.5 56.6 57.9 62.7 64.8 69.8
40 52.9 54.8 59.2 62.1 70.4 77.8 91.4
80 54.0 56.5 63.1 70.7 89.3 108.1 144.6

Static - 49.0 49.0 49.0 49.0 49.0 49.0 49.0
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(a) Maximum speed for the double track model. (b) Maximum speed for the planar no-slip model.

Figure 12. The maximum constant speed vmax obtained for different
(

dC
ds

)
max

and emax.

Figure 13. The maximum speed vmax obtained for the double track model and the static model, viewed from

above, for various
(

dC
ds

)
max

and emax, similar to Figure 9(b). Areas covered by the double track models surface,

in this view, represents the region where this model obtains a higher speed than the static model.

6.1.4. Clothoid turn - Constant speed: Some observations and implications

Based on the results, it is interesting to give some speculations related to the original
problem of path following in autonomous driving. One question is what tolerance is
needed for a path tracking to be rather simple. Here Figures 9(b) and 13 gives an answer
based on model complexity. These figures display a clear path-tolerance limit, almost
independent of path geometry, which indicates the task is simple: A static model can be
sufficient if the tolerance is 7 cm or 5 cm, respectively. However, in the lower left corner
of the figures, the maneuvers become more aggressive. Thus, the inertia of the vehicle
comes into play and a tolerance with path geometry dependence is needed.

Figure 10 shows the relative difference in velocity between the double track model and
the much simpler planar no-slip model. It can be seen that the difference is between 5
and 15%. This indicates that the simple and computationally more effective model (that
is, the planar no-slip model) can be used in combination with a safety margin. However,
to obtain close to optimal performance, this margin should not be fixed. Figure 10 can
here be used as a look-up table for the required margin.
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Figure 14. The optimal solutions for all three models in the clothoid maneuver, with a minimum radius of
Rmin = 30 m and a maximum path deviation of emax = 5 cm. The objective is to drive as quickly as possible

through the turn without accelerating.

6.2. Clothoid turn - Braking in turn

In this maneuver, the vehicle approach the clothoid turn with excessive speed, and the
objective is to drive as quickly as possible through the turn without accelerating. Thus,
the vehicle is forced to reduce the speed and initiate the braking phase as late as possible
to minimize the time loss.

Results obtained from different path deviation thresholds emax and minimum path
radii Rmin are presented below, starting with an analysis of an individual maneuver
configuration.

6.2.1. Clothoid turn - Braking in turn: Individual maneuver

Figure 14 presents the obtained optimal solutions for all three models, with Rmin = 30 m
and emax = 5 cm as a typical example of this maneuver. The velocity profile v here clearly
indicates that the initial speed is too high, and has to be significantly reduced before
the critical point of the path, at s = 90 m, where the minimum radius Rmin appears.
The double track model has to initiate the braking phase the earliest. The planar no-slip
model is the last to initiate the braking phase, decelerates the most, and maintain the
highest speed after braking. Compared to the static model, these features derive from
the planar no-slip model’s freedom to deviate from the path. The double track model
exploits this as well. However, it is unable to handle lateral accelerations of the same
amplitudes, is slightly constrained by the yaw dynamics, and has to reduce the speed
more and earlier in the maneuver.

For the double track model, a significant part of the braking is performed when
LTR = −1, implying both of the left wheels are completely unloaded. Thus, braking
forces can only be generated on the right side wheels, which in turn will create a yaw
moment counteracting the yaw motion required by the path. This is seen in Figure 14,
where the double track model rapidly increases the yaw rate ψ̇ in the beginning, and
subsequently levels out with a slight drop off when the braking is initiated at s = 51 m.
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Figure 15. The distance along the path between the start of the braking phase and the path’s minimum-radius,

sbraking , normalized over the specific Rmin for each maneuver configuration. Results corresponding to all three

vehicle models, for different Rmin and emax, are visualized.

6.2.2. Clothoid turn - Braking in turn: Maneuver parameter study

The distance between the start of the braking phase and the s2 mark in Figure 2 is
here denoted sbrake. This is a measure of how close to the clothoid path minimum-radius
the vehicle can go before braking needs to be initiated. To execute the maneuver in a
time optimal manner, it is beneficial to brake late and quickly, that is, a small sbrake
contributes to a high mean velocity. In Figure 15, the distance sbrake, normalized over
the minimum path radius Rmin, is shown for all three vehicle models over different
Rmin and emax. Note that the velocity profile from the static model is identical for all
variations, only scaled proportional to the clothoid geometry, resulting the horizontal
plane in Figure 15. The double track model also sees relatively consistent results, in this
aspect, over the various Rmin and emax, varying within 9.6%. However, on average, it has
to start braking 21.2% earlier compared to the static model. The planar no-slip model
experiences a considerably more scattered results, varying 24.4% between the shortest
and longest relative distances in Figure 15.

The time duration under braking tbraking is for the static model proportional to
√
Rmin,

since

tbraking =
sbraking

vinit − vmax(s2)
,

where sbraking is the distance traveled during braking (which is proportional to Rmin)
and vmax(s2) is the maximum speed according to (37) at s = s2, which is the location of
the minimum radius along the path. Thus, vinit − vmax(s2) accounts for the total speed
reduction for the static model in the maneuver and is proportional to

√
Rmin. Figure 16

shows tbraking normalized over
√
Rmin, where the result associated with the static model

therefore assumes the shape of a horizontal plane. Both the double track model and the
planar no-slip model experience an increased braking duration for small path deviation
thresholds, due to the limited maneuvering space. As emax → 0, it is reasonable for
these models to approach the similar behavior as the static model. For emax > 5 cm, the
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Figure 16. The braking time tbraking for all three models, normalized over
√
Rmin, in the clothoid turn for

various Rmin and emax.

double track model show consistent results, where the braking duration time is roughly
proportional to

√
Rmin regardless of size or narrowness of the maneuver. The planar no-

slip model clearly displays braking strategies that differ over different Rmin, but seems
rather steady for various path deviation thresholds emax > 5 cm.

6.2.3. Clothoid turn - Braking in turn: Some observations and implications

The most interesting aspects of the results above, is the braking characteristics shown
by the double track model, and in particular, its similarities to the static model. The
results shown in Figures 15 and 16 indicate that the braking strategy for the double
track model can be approximated with a scaled version of the static model. This is, from
a computational point of view, promising for on-board systems.

6.3. Double lane change

Here the results associated with the double lane-change maneuver, described in Sec-
tion 2.2, is presented. Optimal solutions obtained for the double track model and the
planar no-slip model, with the methodology in Section 5, are shown and discussed. The
maneuver properties of the double lane change is varied by changing the width of the
obstacles wob, according to

wob ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8} m,

and scaling the road friction by

λµ ∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2},

as described in Section 2.2.
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6.3.1. Double lane change: Individual maneuver

The solutions obtained for an obstacle width of wob = 4 m and a friction scaling of
λµ = 1.0 is presented in Figure 17, exemplifying a typical double lane-change maneuver.
Here, the double track model clearly requires more work with the steering input δ to
control the yaw motions, and cannot attain the desired yaw rate as quickly as the planar
no-slip model, due to its yaw inertia. Hence, this is constraining the double track model,
preventing it to reach the limit set by the lateral load transfer (|LTR| = 1). For the
planar no-slip model, however, this constraint is in practice active throughout the whole
maneuver. Therefore, the planar no-slip model can also maintain a higher velocity, on
average 23% higher in this maneuver.

The uppermost plot in Figure 17 show the global coordinates for the two models, where
the solid black lines define the maneuver boundaries within the vehicle must operate, and
the obstacles that must be avoided. The lateral path difference eY describes the offset
in the Y direction between the paths of the double track model and the planar no-slip
model, according to

eY = YDT − YPNS . (46)

In this respect, the two paths differ at most by |eY | = 0.25 m at X = 24 m. The
path curvature C and the path curvature rate dC

ds , referring to the paths driven by the
two models, have quite different appearances. The planar no-slip experience a piece-wise
constant curvature, a result of exploiting |LTR| = 1 to such an extent. The double track
model is unable to generate path change-rates dC

ds of the same magnitude, and thus has
to compensate with larger peak values of C.

6.3.2. Double lane change: Maneuver parameter study

Table 7 presents the mean velocity vmean obtained for the double track model and the
planar no-slip model, in the double lane-change maneuver, for various obstacle widths
wob and friction scaling λµ. The optimization objective is here to minimize the total time
of the maneuver, which implies vmean is to be maximized. The mean velocity is decreasing
for wider obstacles, and increasing for higher friction. However, between λµ = 0.8 and
λµ = 1.0 the mean velocity is seen to stagnate. This is particularly evident for the planar
no-slip model, which in practice has two different constraint on the lateral acceleration;
one determined by the lateral load transfer, deriving from (34) and (35),

aLTRy =
w

hcg
g, (47)

and the other constituted by the available friction,

aµy = µyg = λµµ
∗
yg, (48)

derived from (32) when ax = 0. Since both |ay| ≤ aLTRy and |ay| ≤ aµy must yield,
only one of these constraints will act as an active constraint, depending on the available
friction. The switch will occur when aLTRy = aµy , which is equivalent to a friction scaling
of λµ = 0.84.

Figure 19 presents the relative difference of the mean velocity between the two models,
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difference between the paths of the two models.

that is, the velocities listed in Table 7, and is defined as

∆vmean =
vPNSmean − vDTmean

vPNSmean

.

The percentage of the maneuver where the lateral load-transfer constraint is active is
shown in Figure 18 for each of the two models. For example, with an obstacle width
of wob = 2 m and a friction scaling of λµ = 1.2, the double track model experiences
|LTR| = 1 during 22% of the total time. Since the planar no-slip model switches from
being limited by friction to being limited by the lateral load transfer at λµ = 0.84, it
goes from 0% to 94% after λµ = 0.8 in Figure 18. For small friction scaling coefficients
of λµ ≤ 0.6, the double track model is also seen to never reach |LTR| = 1. However,
the percentage increases with both higher λµ and larger wob. The former is due to the
increased available tire forces, which enables quicker yaw handling. The latter is explained
by the wider obstacle causing the maneuver to be less dynamic, where the vehicle endure
more time in relatively stable cornering, while the narrow obstacle forces the vehicle to
spend more of the maneuvering time in yaw transients. The double track model will suffer
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from this, but the planar no-slip model will not (due to its lack of yaw dynamics). For
the same reason, the velocity difference ∆vmean, in Figure 19, increases for smaller wob.
In Figure 19, a distinct peak appears along λµ = 0.8, which is related to the discussion
regarding aLTRy and aµy above. The planar no-slip model attains its maximum speed at
λµ = 0.84, while the double track model can benefit from a higher friction by being able
to generate larger tire forces, that results in faster yaw motions which ultimately enables
the vehicle to reach |LTR| = 1 quicker.

Table 7. The mean velocity for the double track model and the pla-
nar no-slip model in the double lane-change maneuver. Results are

presented for different obstacle widths wob and differently scaled fric-

tion λµ.

Double lane change: Mean velocity, vmean [km/h]

Model Obstacle width, Friction scaling, λµ [-]
wob [m] 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Double 2 73.7 88.0 97.9 106.6 112.9
track 4 55.6 67.2 76.5 83.2 85.9

6 48.0 57.9 66.0 71.3 72.8
8 43.1 52.0 59.3 63.6 65.0

Planar 2 96.5 117.8 135.8 139.3 139.3
no slip 4 69.1 84.1 96.7 99.4 99.4

6 57.2 69.5 79.8 82.2 82.2
8 50.4 61.1 70.0 72.2 72.2

Figure 18. Percentage of the double lane-change maneuver where the lateral load-transfer constraint is active,
that is, when |LTR| = 1.

The lateral path difference eY , in (46), is a measure of how similar the paths of the
two models are. In Figure 20, the maximum value of this path difference, according to
eY,max = max |eY |, is shown over various wob and λµ. Here, eY,max is seen to increase
for wider obstacles, approximately proportional to the obstacle width wob. For example,
at λµ = 0.8, the maximum path difference is eY,max = 0.12 m for wob = 2 m and
eY,max = 0.51 m for wob = 8 m, meaning eY,max is proportionally increasing with larger
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wob. The path difference also increases for lower friction, which is particularly visible for
wob = 8 m, since the double track model struggles more with initiating the yaw motion
and turning when the available friction is reduced.

The maximum values of the path curvature C and the path curvature rate dC
ds indicate

the two models capabilities in terms of navigating through the confined space stipulated
by the double lane-change maneuver. The maximum values of these quantities, Cmax
and

(
dC
ds

)
max

, for the double track model and the planar no-slip model are shown in
Figure 21. The planar no-slip model is, in terms of path curvature, only limited by the

Figure 19. The relative difference of the mean velocity between the double track model and the planar no-slip

model in the double lane-change maneuver, for different obstacle widths wob and friction scaling λµ.

Figure 20. The lateral path difference eY describes the difference between the paths of the double track model

and the planar no-slip model throughout the double lane-change maneuver. Here, the maximum value of eY is
presented for different obstacle widths wob and friction scaling λµ in the double lane change.
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maximum steering rate δ̇max. Since, C = ψ̇
v and ψ̇ = v

l δ, from (7) and (31), the maximum
curvature rate for the planar no-slip model is determined by(

dC

ds

)PNS
max

=
δ̇max
vl

, (49)

which is also what the surface for the planar no-slip model in Figure 21(b) corresponds
to. For the double track model, a similar expression for the maximum curvature rate is
much more complex to derive due to the amount of variables influencing these charac-
teristics. However, a rough estimate can be computed for a few simple assumptions. The
curvature rate can be expressed as

dC

ds
=
ψ̈

v2
,

if the velocity v is assumed constant. The yaw dynamics, derived from (14e), can be
simplified and expressed as

Izzψ̈ = (Fy,1 + Fy,2)lf − (Fy,3 + Fy,4)lr .

The maximum yaw acceleration ψ̈max can thus be assumed to be proportional to the
friction coefficient,

ψ̈max ∝ µy ,

from which follows that (
dC

ds

)DT
max

∝ µy
v2

. (50)

Since ay = Cv2 and |ay| ≤ µyg when limited by friction, the ratio µy

v2 will remain

constant for a given curvature. This is also seen in Figure 21(b), where
(

dC
ds

)
max

for
the double track model is almost completely constant over different friction scaling λµ.
Furthermore, the maximum curvature rate increases approximately linearly with the
obstacle width wob. This corresponds to the ratio 1

v2mean
varying near-to-linearly, where

vmean is the mean velocity of the double track model, listed in Table 7.
The planar no-slip model will always, due to the few limitations it possess, return a

driving path with the smallest curvature possible, since this allow the highest velocity.
Thus, its path will be consistent over different friction levels, and Cmax for the planar
no-slip model is therefore constant over λµ in Figure 21(a). The double track model
cannot generate curvature rates of the same magnitude as the planar no-slip model, and
therefore has to compensate by later and sharper turning corresponding to larger Cmax
in Figure 21(a). For both models, Cmax is seen to increase for wider obstacles, which
is reasonable due to the changed geometry of the maneuver requiring a more extensive
avoidance action.

6.3.3. Double lane change: Some observations and implications

A valuable observation from the double lane-change results is the relation shown in (50),
from which a maximum vehicle velocity can be determined in yaw transients, based on the
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(a) The maximum path curvature C for each model. (b) The maximum path-curvature rate dC
ds

for each

model.

Figure 21. The maximum curvature Cmax and curvature rate
(

dC
ds

)
max

of the paths obtained for the double

track model and the planar no-slip model, in the double lane-change maneuver, different obstacle widths wob and

friction scaling λµ.

path curvature rate and the road surface friction. Combined with equations representing
the stationary cornering capabilities, such as (47) and (48), this can form a basis for path
following in avoidance maneuvers.

7. Discussion

The results in the previous section can be interpreted in several ways. Here, the double
track model is treated as a reference model that is assumed to represent the real world
vehicle dynamics accurately. The planar no-slip model and the static model are then
evaluated in terms of their ability to represent important characteristics, when exposed
to the critical driving scenarios analyzed in this study. It is here important to note
that even if the results would indicate, for example, that the static model is capable of
predicting the maximum speed profile accurately under certain driving conditions, this
does not guarantee the actual vehicle is able to follow that speed, unless it is steered with
the optimal control input. However, if the opposite is found, where the double track model
is unable to reach the performance of the less complex models, even with optimal steering
and braking inputs, then the simplified models can be discarded as model predictors for
that particular purpose (if no modifications are made or safety margins added).

On a general note, although the driven path is similar between the models, the con-
trol input differs considerably. See the steer angle δ in Figure 8, 14, and 17. Thus, the
simplified models are not suitable for predicting low-level control actions, but works well
for overall behavior. Similar attributes were also discovered and discussed in [4].

The significance of path tolerance

The velocity surface plots in Figures 9(b) and 13 show which of the double track
model and the static model is predicting the highest constant velocity in the clothoid
turn. Assume the static model is used in an on-board maximum speed-profile estima-
tion algorithm, in a vehicle accurately described by the double track model. Then, if
the path properties corresponds to the gray area of either Figure 9(b) or 13 (that is,
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where the static model returns the highest velocity), the vehicle will be unable to ne-
gotiate the turn or maneuver at the predicted speed. However, for Rmin ≥ 30 m and(

dC
ds

)
max
≥ 0.6 · 10−3 m−2, the line dividing the two surfaces is relatively straight. Then,

a path tolerance of emax ≥ 7 cm, under those path characteristics circumstances, will
guarantee there exist a control sequence where the vehicle successfully can drive with
the predicted velocity.

Brake strategy characteristics

The braking characteristics in Figures 15 and 16 show distinct variations between the
models. Nevertheless, the double track model’s surfaces are reasonably flat over large
areas, indicating that the optimal strategies can be simple functions of general path-
geometry quantities. More specifically, when to initiate the braking phase is proportional
to Rmin (see Figure 15) and the time spent during braking proportional to

√
Rmin (see

Figure 16). Such relations can be valuable for a velocity or braking controller, where
performance similar to the double track model could be obtained with a fraction of the
model complexity.

The implication of yaw inertia for different path characteristics

When subjected to confined maneuvering with quickly altering path curvatures, the yaw
inertia has a significant effect on the overall dynamics for the double track model. This
can for example be seen in Figure 11, where the double track model spends less time
being LTR constrained, since building up yaw rate requires more effort, for the sharper
turns with smaller Rmin. This is somewhat contradicting to [9], where it was concluded
that the yaw inertia only has minor effect on the time optimal maneuvering. However,
the contrasting outcome is explained by the more demanding maneuver geometries used
here.

The maximum curvature rate is, as derived in (50), proportional to the quotient of
the available tire-to-ground friction and the squared velocity for the double track model.
This expression, combined with (49), can be formalized as a constraint on the steering
rate, according to

|δ̇| ≤ µy l

v
kdC , (51)

where the parameter kdC = 2.0 is estimated from the double lane-change results for
the double track model. As an example of the consequence this constraint brings, results
obtained for the planar no-slip model with (51) added is shown in Figure 22. Except from
this constraint, all model and maneuver properties are identical to the configuration in
Figure 17. The maximum lateral path-difference eY is almost halved, reduced by 11 cm,
by introducing the new constraint. To put this into perspective, consider the maximum
velocities in Table 6, where increasing the path tolerance from 1 to 10 cm on average
results in a 3.2% gain in maximum speed. The constraint proposed in (51) is not a
universal tool equalizing the planar no-slip model to the considerably more complex
double track model. However, it does exemplify that rather simple but clever expressions
can be used as constraints for simplified models, to obtain more accurate results without
adding much complexity.
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Figure 22. The optimal solutions obtained for the double track model and the planar no-slip model, where (51)

has been introduced as a constraint in the planar no-slip model. The maneuver properties are otherwise identical

to those in Figure 17, that is, the double lane change with wob = 4 m and λµ = 1.0.

8. Conclusions

Path following is a core component in evasive safety maneuvers and autonomous driving.
Motivated by these applications, path following has here been studied considering path
tolerance and other path characteristics in relation to main effects in vehicle dynam-
ics. The underlying need for real-time and reasonably high speed calls for quantitative
analysis to function as guidance on required model complexity depending on path char-
acteristics. The presentation and discussions in Sections 6 and 7 gave several such results,
whereof some deserves to be highlighted since they are valuable in themselves but also
illustrates different types of interplay. The finding that a simple model is sufficient if the
tolerance is wide enough is important. This was presented in the discussion around Fig-
ures 9(b) and 13. The quantification that only around a decimeter, or less, is enough is
striking. In the lower left corner of these figures more tolerance is needed since for higher
curvature (lower radius) the yaw inertia of the vehicle comes into play, an interesting
illustration of the interplay between path characteristics and vehicle dynamics. The yaw
inertia was also important in the results on the connection between rate of change of
curvature and available friction in Figure 21 and Equation (50), which also give good
guidance.

Overall, in situations where the path planner, due to the type of vehicle operation
ranging from good transport roads to more tricky maneuvering, give paths with a wide
range of tolerances and characteristics, then the results provided give the basis for path
following without going unnecessarily slow.
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